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WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING WILL YOU WANT TO START WITH?
Dear friend,
It is with utmost humility that I share with you a sample of the services we provide with hope that some
may appeal to you or your organization. Ours is mostly consultancy, training, team building and
coaching. That people may Live their Dreams! Following are some of the themes we specialize it.
1:Building a Winning Team
Team building is one of our most favorite and strongest products that excite a great majority. Our
unique and comprehensive approach appeals to many. We do design outdoor games to specifically meet
the objectives of specific organizations and interwove with training/coaching that entail interpersonal
skills, emotional intelligence, problem solving, resilience, customer management among other. We do
include powerful and inspiring talks alongside.
2: How To Conquer and Tame The Cobra of Fear
We all know the effects of fear. A good number of people are either infected or affected in some way. In
this particular session, the participants are given a powerful and insightful talk/training on the root
causes of the twin sisters,Fear and Worry, and how to master and conquer them effectively in order to
live a freer, happier and more productive lifestyle. No one can be productive when he/she has loads of
worry/fear in the heart.
3:What Causes Results
This particular talk is geared toward assisting participants to be more results oriented by focusing on the
very fundamentals cause results,thereby eliminating excuses and actually going ahead to do what ought
to be done in order for desired results to come. It is both inspiring and revealing. Teaching people how
to get results that are desired. Normally very well suited for sales force, but very enriching for every
member of the organization.
4:How to lead a commission sales force
Commission sales force is a group, that in some way, appear to be a unique category in your
organization with very uncommon philosophies and personalities. They are, in some sense, partially or
otherwise, self employed. The conventional corporate leadership ideologies hardly apply to them. How
do you keep them? How do you ensure they achieve the results that are necessary for the organization to
grow? Herein is the answer.
5:Leading during hard times and delivering results
Leading is hard. But leading during the times of depression or turmoil, leading when business is bad
and hope there is none, leading during difficult seasons and the likes, can be more tasking and
frustrating to a leader than ever! In this powerful training, we take the participants through steps that
equip them with ability to lead effectively and still deliver desired results even when times are not
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favourable.

6:Developing a mental toughness necessary for Living Your Dream
This is a talk that focuses on building resilience in the participants, developing in them the ability to
stay focused and in control, effectively handle challenges while still achieving desired results. The talk
addresses both mental and emotional needs. This is one of the most important trainings for every
individual in an organization.

7:How live without regrets; balancing your life for fulfillment
Just to assist people live a well-balanced, meaningful life that gives joy and fulfillment.
8:What it takes to start and build a business organization
For all the budding entrepreneurs and people tasked with running organizations at any level, this is for
you. It focuses on the mental and and emotional needs, the technical process, the practical skill sets and
all that may be needed to have an organization from scratch and grow big. It is customizable with
respect to audience, time and budget as may be necessary.
If you have a topic that is not listed here and you're interested in it, just feel free to ask. Any business
related topic we can do. At Live Your Dream, we have a large pool of specialized and powerful
trainers/speakers in almost every domain imaginable. That would include goal setting, customer service
etc.
Feel free to get in touch with us for more, share this info with your network. We are very grateful for
your time and effort to build business with us.
Best Regards;
Director,
Business Development Department
Live Your Dream Enterprises Ltd
Tel:+254-202000699 or
0721725601/0733666924
business@liveyourdream.co.ke
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